
Summer holidays

activity book



This booklet contains ideas for you

and your child to explore over the

coming summer holidays. The first

pages are ideas for sensory regulation

that you may want to explore

alongside your child's sensory plan.

The symbols following this are for your

use to set up a daily plan should you

wish. Blue symbols are the core

routines of the day, green, sensory

play / regulation and yellow, activities

you may do as a family. There are 9

blank yellow ones for you to make

your own activity symbols.



sensory regulation activities

At a Glance

Heavy work is any type of

activity that pushes or pulls

against the body.

Heavy work activities can help

kids with sensory processing

issues feel centered.

Heavy work engages a sense

called proprioception, or body

awareness.

Household Chores

Taking out the trash

Pushing a vacuum cleaner

Mopping or sweeping

Carrying a full laundry basket

Carrying groceries

Cooking (such as stirring or kneading bread dough)

Moving chairs/furniture or rearranging books on

shelves

Shoveling snow or raking leaves

Pushing the shopping cart in a store

Outdoor Play

Riding a tricycle or bicycle

Playing catch (perhaps with a weighted

ball)

Swinging on monkey bars

Climbing on the playground

Jumping rope or on a trampoline

Playing hopscotch

Wheelbarrow walking (walking on her hands

while you hold her feet)

Swimming

Inside Play

Playing Twister

Squishing play-dough

Blowing bubbles

Wrestling (only if your child won't

get overexcited!)

Marching or running in place

Doing push-ups (either on the

floor or against the wall)



sensory regulation activities

7 ways to help children who are noise

sensitive

1. Give advance warnings

2. muffle sounds

3. Address safety issues (noises that

indicate danger)

4. Problem solve with family and friends

5. Take new experiences slowly

6. help set boundaries

7. use white noise

7 ways to help children who are

sensitive to touch

1. Use creative ways to show affection

2. Give advance warnings

3. Pile on blankets

4. Do 'heavy work'

5. Dress your child in layers

6. Give choices of texture, size and colour

7. Make room for mess

7 ways to help children with taste

sensitivity

1. keep track of how children react to foods

2. Understand the connection between taste

and smell

3. Encourage quick licks of foods children

are comfortable being around

4. Set and stick to limits

5. Present foods in new ways

6. Introduce new foods over time

7. Set up a 'no scent' zone

6 ways to help children with

visual sensitivity

1. Modify lighting 2. Reduce

glare

3. Make things brighter

4. Tone things down

5. Ease up on eye contact

6. Address safety concerns

further information can be found at www.understood.org



Daily symbols

wake up
brush teeth

wash

shower bath
breakfast

snack lunch dinner



Daily symbols

story toilet bedtime

wash hands

sleep dress

undress pyjamas brush hair



Sensory symbols

squeeze bouncing jumping

running massage
hug

balancing
colour sorting

target game



family activity symbols

trip visit car

beach garden
playground

swimming
making baking



family activity symbols

bubbles walk explore

shopping
woods play

film dancing music



family activity symbols



Activity ideas. The focus is on one story a week where it is retold
/ acted daily and the day peppered with related activities. All
stories can be found on our website to down load or on the links
shared below.

5 little frogs
songs

5 little frogs (you
tube)

little green frog (HD
faceBook)

dances

Crazy Frog - Alex F

Hop a little, jump a
little

(You tube)

sensory play

Hair gel

coloured shaving foam

water trays for
splashing

colour activities

find / match green
trains / cars / treats or

frogs

exchange green symbol
for green items

Make green ice lollies

games

Hopping around the garden

Hopping on / off 'lilly pads'

pin the tongue on the frog

catch the flies (catching
raisins in your mouth)

frog hop relay

counting

Counting hops

counting frogs in the
story

make frog sock puppets
to act out the story

with

mark making

flicking / bouncing toys into
water / slime

mark making in green
hair gel

outdoor painting with water
and brushes / hands / feet

art

sock puppets

frog masks

face painting

pond painting

outdoor activities

Make a mini pond

pond dipping

frog hunting



Activity ideas. The focus is on one story a week where it is retold /
acted daily and the day peppered with related activities. All stories
can be found on our website to down load or on the links shared.

5 little monkeys
songs

5 little monkeys

5 little monkeys
swinging in a tree

dances

Tones and I - Dance
Monkey

Monkey dance - you
tube

sensory play

bouncy balls

trampoline

banana mush play

colour activities

finding matching yellow
toys and treats

exchanging yellow
symbols for favoured

items

Making yellow ice lollies

games

5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed

Where oh where is
the monkey or

banana (hide and
seek)

counting

Counting 5 snacks

5 favourite toys

5 little soft toys
bouncing on the bed

5 bananas / lollies to
share

mark making

stroking fur

mark making in yellow corn
syrup

mark making in mud
squashed between cling film

. in a clear bag.

art

Monkey mask

Monkey face painting

banana bread /
muffins

printing with bananas

outdoor activities

bouncing on / off
towels / paddling pool

/ trampoline

swings

swinging / climbing /
looking up into trees



Activity ideas. The focus is on one story a week where it is retold /
acted daily and the day peppered with related activities. All stories
can be found on our website to down load or on the links shared.

walking through the jungle

Songs

walking through the
jungle

Jungle animal song

(you tube)

dances

if animals danced

animal , dance ,
freeze!

(you tube)

sensory play

walking though long
wavy grass

collecting / picking
leaves

texture exploring

colour activities

match colour for
animals

exchange symbols for
colours found in the

story for favoured
items.

games

Hide and seek in the
jungle (house / garden /

woods)

Who can you hear ?
(person hides and

makes an animal noise)

counting

animal toy counting

counting steps through
the jungle

How many tigers / snakes
etc can you see / squeeze

/ throw?

mark making

stripy mark making with
orange water outside

paw printing with
potatoes

animal marks in shaving
foam

art

animal sock puppets

animal masks

Jungle printing with
leaves and flowers

leave collage

outdoor activities

go on an animal hunt
animal spotting when

outdoors

leaf and flower
collecting



Activity ideas. The focus is on one story a week where it is retold /
acted daily and the day peppered with related activities. All stories
can be found on our website to down load or on the links shared.

Going on a bear hunt

Songs

Going on a bear hunt.

The bear hunt song

(you tube)

Micheal Rosen retelling of Bear hunt

(you tube)

dances

Do the bear walk

Energizer dance

(you tube)

sensory play

long wavy grass

making mud puddles

water sprays and splash
buckets

ice trays

colour activities

sort flowers / grass into
colour groups

exchange colour symbols
for sensory experiences

games

Hide and seek

go on a bear hunt /
bug hunt / mummy or

daddy hunt!

counting

count steps around the
garden

count puddles / jumps in
them

Count cuddly toys

mark making

mud drawing with sticks

colouring bears

colouring / drawing
maps

art

bear paw printing
using carved potatoes
make a bear collage

with materials

outdoor activities

bear hunt in the woods

seagull hunt on the beach

make a trail in the garden with
long grass, oozy mud etc.



Activity ideas. The focus is on one story a week where it is retold /
acted daily and the day peppered with related activities. All stories
can be found on our website to down load or on the links shared.

very hungry caterpillar
Songs

The tiny caterpillar
song

Hungry caterpillar bug
song

(you tube)

dances

The butterfly song

butterfly song

bug n roll

(you tube)

sensory play

fruit puree

veg puree

frozen fruit

wrapping in a cocoon
(blankets)

colour activities

match colours to fruits
/ foods / sweets

exchange colour
symbols for the above
match foods of similar

colours

games

The very hungry
caterpillar board game.

Make a caterpillar puzzle
from a colouring sheet

go on a snack hunt for
your treats

counting

5 little caterpillars
(you tube)

mark making

make caterpillar trails
in sensory materials

colour a caterpillar

trace around fruits
and vegetables

art

Make a sock puppet
caterpillar, cocoon and

butterfly

veg and fruit printing

outdoor activities

butterfly and
caterpillar hunting

vegetable and fruit
picking



Activity ideas. The focus is on one story a week where it is retold /
acted daily and the day peppered with related activities. All stories
can be found on our website to down load or on the links shared.

3 little pigs
Songs

This little piggy

3 little pigs

The pig song

(you tube)

dances

Cbeebies Easter special:
3 little pigs dance

baby pig dance

(you tube)

sensory play

tower building and knocking
down with bricks, lego,

cardboard boxes, cereal packets
etc.

building with mud bricks.

windmill and bubble blowing

colour activities

matching items that are
pink / brown / yellow.

Exchanging colour
symbols for coloured toys

/ treats

games

What's the time Mr
wolf?

Bubble blowing

Huff...puff.... tickle

counting

make and count 3
houses, colour 3 pigs.

Make 3 playdough pigs.
Count windows and

doors of houses.

mark making

using sticks in mud

printing with toy bricks
/ sponges

moulding wet straw

art

printing to make bricks

rolling sticks in paint
to make a stick house

printing with potatoes
to make pigs

outdoor activities

visit a farm, say hello to a pig!

Make a den in the woods or
back garden

Build a wall with musd and
straw



colour symbols

yellow green brown

pink blue red

purple orange black



Simply marvellous maths!
Hello everyone, Over leaf are a selection of maths

activities written with our children in mind. Read these
and pick and choose what you think will work for your

child, your time, and your resources. They are designed
for you to expand to your child's communication, maths

skills and attention– go as far as you think your child
needs to, but there is no need to complete every

activity.

When teaching maths ideas to children with severe
learning difficulties , repetition is vital – be prepared to

do things over and over in exactly the same way,
before changing one part of it to help them generalise

and practice that skill in a new way.

There is no shame in doing the same maths activity
every day over the holidays!

How to use these ideas:
These ideas are split into 'counting', 'shape speace and

measure' and 'exploring and problem solving'.

Read the grey boxes for these three areas. Which box
do you think your child suit's best? Pick one or two of

the ideas from in that box.

Then look at the 'six different ways to…' box below.
These are play ideas to give you inspiration of how you

might include maths learning opportunities into your
child's play. At the very bottom of each section I've
written my top three activities to try. Have fun, from

Red



Learning opportunities in counting

First skills: hearing numbers spoken/sung. Experiencing 'some' and 'none' (or 'all gone),
'more', showing surprise/anger when things aren't there or happiness when they get more.

Next skills: playing with counting; may have a go at communicating some numbers, or
making vocalisations as you count, or filling in gaps in songs; May point at numbers when

out at about; may look at you to count as they move objects. May ask for more or say all
gone. May have a go at counting themselves.

And then….skills: what number comes next? What's one more? One less? Fill in the gaps.
Recognising some numerals as you are out and about. Increasing accuracy as they give
each object a number name when counting. Knowing that the last number in the count

represents how many there are.

Six different ways to count

Count in stories, games and songs!

5 Little Ducks/ frogs/ current buns etc

1 2 3 4 5 once I caught a fish alive

One potato two potato

Hide and Seek

What's the Time Mr Wolf

Count to post!

Count as you post objects into other objects e.g. pasta into holes cut into cereal boxes,
letters in the letter box

Count food!

Snacks, plates, biscuits, chocolate chips on cake, Count to anticipate!

3…2…1… 'go' or 'blast off'!

Count sensory!

Slime, gloop, tubs of rice, flour, shaving foam, water, cupcake cases, noises, pomp oms, ice
cubes, objects hidden in boxes of sensory e.g. cars in rice.

Count actions!

Tickles, claps, jumps, squeezes, swings, slides, blanket flaps, spins.

Red's top three counting activities to try!

A tray of rice or shaving foam with objects hidden in and other objects

to scoop them out.

Counting as we play

Counting as we tickle, spin or flap blankets.



Learning opportunities in shape, space and measure
First skills: Experiencing the world directly around

them through all their sensory systems.

Next skills: Recognising, naming, and playing with the
world around them

and then.... skills: predicting and comparing the world
around them

Six different ways to explore shape, space and
measure
Capacity

Water/sand play, exploring full/empty, adding more/less.
Measure

Experience big(ger), small(ler), heavy, light etc.

Balloons, cake, Duplo towers. What can you make
bigger, bigger, bigger? Etc.

Red's top three activities to try!

• A tray of water with objects to scoop and pour

• Playing with balloons, making them get bigger
and bigger, and then

letting them go!

• Playing with being on/under a blanket and
flapping it,

singing as song as I flap it e.g. Jess is on the blanket,
blanket, blanket,

Jess is on the blanket, ON ON ON!



Learning opportunities in exploration and problem solving

First skills: Experiencing the world directly around them
through all their sensory systems.

Next skills: predicting and comparing the world around them;
showing surprise when things are unexpected; remembering

routines; exploring cause and effect e.g. if I do this, THIS
happens.

and then... skills: asking for help; finding ways to solve
problems.

Six different ways to explore and problem solve

Link experiences

Remembering things from last time; predicting what might
happen as they play. Experiencing when things go wrong

Set up activities so that the children will need to problem solve
e.g. giving a yoghurt but no spoon, giving a preferred toy box

with no toy in it.

Red's top three activities to try!

• Anticipation games – peekaboo, tickle, chase, building in
opportunities for something unexpected e.g. falling asleep,

someone else tickling them instead,

no-one being there when we peekaboo from under the blanket.

• Sensory feely bags/trays with different experiences to
explore, compare,

and problem solve around.

• Problem solving on the go – involving them when
something goes wrong

e.g. My spoon won't fit in the spice jar! What should I do?



active ideas
Action Songs e.g. head shoulders knees and toes

Tracking or catching a big ball

Hitting a balloon and could be advanced to a partner or

with different parts of their body

Popping bubbles

Moving in different ways - forwards/backwards,

fast/slow, running/crawling



APPS for very special learners

More Apps and inspiration can be found on the school website in the Flo Longhorn Apps booklet



Sensory play recipes

Edible water beads

1 tablespoons of basil seeds

1/1/4 cup water

food colouring.

soak the seeds in coloured water
over night. The next day, add

a little extra water to make them
more slippery and Ta Da! enjoy

Fizzy Slush

1:1 mix of baking soda and water

Add food colouring as desired

mix, fizz and mark make away!

Kinetic sand

5 parts sand

3 parts corn starch

1 part oil

mix together and enjoy making
models, cutting, squeezing etc.

Magic goo

Corn starch

water

Mix corn starch and water, a little
at a time. This magic goo can be

rolled into a ball and then drip
through your fingers! A liquid and

a solid



Posters to
support your
child knowing
when they are
at home and

when they are
due back to

school.



3 days then

back to school



2 days then

back to school



1 day then

back to school


